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SUMMARY DISCUSSIONS

Remarks intended to highlight topics of importance for future

research were made by three of the participants at the conclusion of

the Seminar. The following gives a brief listing of topics discussed

by each of thes« rapporteurs:

Prof. F. Fujimoto

I. Stopping Cross Sections

A. Experimental values of I, b, C(z), Z*, etc.

1. These values do not always agree well with corresponding

theoretical values. Such differences should be studied

in detail.

2. Experiments should be done at high energies where exchange

effects need not be considered.

3. Experiments should be done with u and u to obtain

accurate values of the Z. correction.

B. The stopping power for channeled ions

1. Theory shows good agreement with observation.

2. Values of random stopping power should be inferred from

measurements or theory of the channeled quantity so that

comparison with well-studied values may be made.

C. Effective charge Z * theory shows good agreement with

experiment.

D. Experimental charge exchange cross sections are explored

semi-quantitatively by atomic collision theory.

E. Empirical formulas for stopping power for any projectile and

any material over a wide range of projectile energy were

proposed.



1. Agreement with observed values was found to be within

± 20%.

F. The effect of target thickness on stopping power

1. Geometrical effects, multiple scattering may be important

under some circumstances.

2. Surface plasmon generation may be quite important at very

small incident angles.

G. The formation of tracks in insulators

1. Closely correlated with the stopping power problem

2. The intricate sequence of physical and chemical effects

is not yet clear.

H. Stopping power of compounds

1. Physica. •'ad chemical effects need further experimental

and theoretical study.

II. Molecular Ions in Solids

A. Convoy electrons

1. There may be appreciable contributions from field-

ionized Rydberg electrons.

B. Target excitation by molecular ions

1. Why is a vicinage effect observed in Al_0 but not in Al?

C. Energy loss by molecular ions

1. Clearly correlated with dissociation. Coulomb explosions,

etc.

2. Contrast in STIM - H 2
+ ion STIM

D. Structure of molecular ions shews up

1. In ring patterns

2. In track patterns



E. Surface scattering of ions

1. Dissociation probability has close relation with foil

transmission of ions, dual times.

2. Image potential theory predicts "stand-up" of molecular

ions.

F. Scanning ion microscopy - Ga ion beam size M.00 A

1. Striking contrast due to channeling

2. SIM may be more useful than SEM for surface studies.

Dr. 0. H. Crawford

I. Measurements of I

A. Hard to find unique I from data, although excellent theoretical

guides for interpolating dE/dx are available. Continuing

effort necessary.

•B. Determination of dE/dx to high projectile energies from optical

data should be encouraged (synchrotron radiation data would

be very valuable).

II. Other Formulations of -dE/dx theory

A. May be useful alternative to using I with corrections

B. May be computed from optical data parameterized to yield

e~ (k,u) or from the local density approximation with the

electron gas model

C. Sum rules may be invoked, in the parainetrization, structure

factors.

D. Applicable in a more general context, e.g., energy straggling

III. Perturbation Theory of dE/dx at Low Velocities

A. Perturbation a v as v •+ 0



B. Perturbation series S(v) = £ S v
n

C. By symmetry S(-v) = S(v); hence, S(v) = S(1)v + S{3)v3 + ...

IV. Other Effects of Current Interest

A. Molecilai projectiles - screening and wakes

B. Charge state effects

C. Scattering angle dependence of -dE/dx

D. Directional effects on -dE/dx

E. Thickness effects on -dE/dx

F. Surface effects on -dE/dx

G. Secondary electrons from solids - convoy, Rydberg

H. Connection with collisions in the gas phase

Prof. R. H. Ritchie

A brief listing of some recommendations for future work of importance

to this field follows.

• Z. Theory. More work needs to be done toward understanding the

Z ^ effect for atomic systems. In particular there should be a

comparison of contributions from close and from distant collisions

on the basis of atomic models.

• Relativistic Shell Corrections. The electron gas statistical model

of Bonderup seems to be quite useful for describing shell corrections

for nonrelativistic electrons in the stopping medium. It should be

extended to the relativistic region. This will require an expres-

sion for the complete RPA dielectric function for a Dirac electron

gas. Bonderup has derived such an expression but has never published

it. He should be encouraged to do so.



• Density Effect. Modern calculations of the Sternheimer density

effect correction to the stopping power of condensed matter have

been carried out recently for Al metal and for H O . This work was

based on oscillator strength measurement and theory. Extension to

other materials would be useful.

• Stopping Povter in the Region 0 £ v £ v . Recent theoretical work
o

by Brandt and Kitigawa seems to give surprisingly good agreement

with experiment in this range. This semi-empirical approach should

be extended and should be studied for v « v where their use of
o

linear response theory may be tested against phase shift results.

• Effective Charge. It may be useful to compare Z for energy loss

with Z for Coulombic interactions responsible for convoy electron

formation, etc.

• . Inner Shell Excitation. Further developments of perturbed station-

ary state theory that were discussed would be desirable in this

active research area.

« Impact Parameter Dependence of Energy Loss. This theory has been

discussed, but more work should be done, perhaps with alternative

approaches.

• Convoy Electron Theory. Although the theory for ion-atom collisions

seems to be in good quantitative agreement with experiment, the

same is not true for electrons ejected from solids. A thorough

treatment of the CTC process and the contribution of wake-riding

electrons to the convoy spectrum is needed.

• Vicinage Effect Theory in Nonmetallic Solids. Experimental data

from the University of Chicago group seems to indicate that existing



theory of the vicinage effect does not apply when v £ v and when

the cluster penetratan a carbon medium. This should be studied.

• Availability of Argonne Dynamitron Beam. It has been suggested by

D. S. Genanell that workers interested in using this Argonne facility

for atomic collisions in solids experiments are welcome.

• Bloch Corrections. During the conference it was suggested by J. A.

Golovchenko that Bloch corrections to -dE/dx theory for partially

screened ions should be made using the full ionic charge rather

than the Z* value. This is due to the fact that for velocities »

v , the relevant impact parameters are so small that the full ionic

charge is seen by the struck atom.

• Directional Dependence of I. The theory of energy loss in crystals

has been shown to lead to the prediction that the mean excitation

" energy for energy loss by an ion proceeding in a given crystal

direction should depend, in general, on that direction. In addition,

it shows that in optically anisotropic materials, a "wiggly wake"

should develop in certain directions.

• Dielectric Data. More work should be done to infer I from optical

response measurements on solids.

• Inertial Confinement Conditions. Theoretical work toward under-

standing energy losses by ions under extreme conditions of tem-

perature and pressure is very challenging. The presentation and

synthesis of theoretical methods front different areas of physics

point toward substantial progress.

• Charge State Theory. The systematic approach toward evaluating

capture and loss cross sections based on atomic models for the



ion-solid interaction should be encouraged. Solid state effects

are thus highlighted and may be understood by comparison with theory

based on atomic models.

• Rydberg Stages Contribution to Convoy Electrons. The work reported

on the contribution to convoy electrons of field-ionized electrons

in Rydberg states on ions emerging from solids casts new light on

the phenomenon of convoy electron measurement.

• Determination of the Structure of Molecular Ions. The work on

analysis of Coulomb explosion patterns to determine molecular ion

structures yields much useful information. This method promises to

be a very useful tool in the future.


